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Wholly Decodable Words

ad       fat       lab       pens       tips
add       fill      laps      pick       top
am        fit       lens      pig        tops
an        fix       let       pills      toss
app       fizz      lid       pin        tub
as        fog       Lin       pop        up
at        fox       log       pot        us
back      fun       lots      pots       van
bad       fuzz      logs      puff       vans
bags      gas       lot       puffs      vid cam
bat       get       mags      pup        wax
beds      gig       maps      quick      well
Ben       gigs      map       quiz       Wes
big       got       maps      rags       wet
bins      gum       mats      ran        will
bit       had       Max       rap        wiz
biz       ham       meds      red        yes
Bob       has       mess      ribs       zip
boss      hat       miss      Rick       bits
box       hill      mss       rob
buck      hills     mitt      run        sum
bucks     hip       mix       Russ       tag
bucks     his       mob       sets       slick
bug       hit       Mom       rot       sill
bugs      hop       mop       Sis        sips
buns      hot       moss      sock
bus       hub       muck      sips       slit
cabs      hub       mud       slap       slits
can       huff      mugs      slab       smile
cans      if        mutt      slab       smooch
caps      in        mutt      slab       socks
cobb      is        naps      slab       socks
con       it        Nob       sad
conus     its       Nobs      sat
crews     jam       not       sell
cut       jazz      odd       set
dad       Jeff      odds      sick
den       Jen       off       sill
did       jet       on        sips
dig       job       pack      Sis
dip       jog       pad       sock
docks     jug       pads      sun
dogs      Kev       pans      tag
dot       kick      pass      ten
dots      Kim       pat       tin
eggs      kit       pen       tip